
 

This wine has a great intensity of colour, with a deep red layer with ruby nuances. 

In the nose it is powerful, a rich palette of perfumes composed of ripe plum, liquorice 
and spices, complemented by the contribution of its time in the barrel: toasted, wooden 
notes and a distant hint of coffee and chocolate. 

On the palate it shows the breeding of an aged wine coming from grapes well 
matured on our land: voluminous mouthfeel, consistency and structure, velvety 
texture, a considerable thickness finished in harmonic persistence. 

PAIRING 

The affinity of the wine leads us to meat, any type of it, but beef and pork are 

especially recommended, and even a game stew. 

PRODUCTION 

The wine is obtained with a classic elaboration of wine for ageing: collection of 

the grapes with an important degree of ripeness, destemmed and crushed when it 

arrives at the cellar, fermentation in stainless steel at a temperature between 25 

and 27ºC, long maceration for 20 days, malolactic in a vat and then ageing in 300 
litre barrels for around 10 months, until being bottled after a light pre-filtration. 

EXCLUSIVITY 

The main singularity of this wine is the grape variety it comes from: Garrut, or 

Mataró, also called Monastrell or Mouvèdre. In our designation of origin, it is rare. 
As a special mention: the plant does not come from any garden centres, some 

cuttings were implanted from an old vine located in Espluga just a few hundred 

metres above the location of our plot, on the Senan road. We can affirm with a 

certain degree of security that we have a unique genetic material in the current 

viticultural outlook. 

  Menut*  

Conca and family, our wines!

Garrut single 

variety 

6 months in 

medium toast 

French oak 

barrel 

Serve at 15º 
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